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We present a multi-scale approach to efficiently embed an ab initio correlated chemical fragment described by its
energy-weighted density matrices, and entangled with a wider mean-field many-electron system. This approach, first
presented in Phys. Rev. B, 98, 235132 (2018), is here extended to account for realistic long-range interactions and
broken symmetry states. The scheme allows for a systematically improvable description in the range of correlated
fluctuations out of the fragment into the system, via a self-consistent optimization of a coupled auxiliary mean-field
system. It is discussed that the method has rigorous limits equivalent to existing quantum embedding approaches of
both dynamical mean-field theory, as well as density matrix embedding theory, to which this method is compared, and
the importance of these correlated fluctuations is demonstrated. We derive a self-consistent local energy functional
within the scheme, and demonstrate the approach for Hydrogen rings, where quantitative accuracy is achieved despite
only a single atom being explicitly treated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Density functional theory and mean-field approaches are
generally the default choice for probing large correlated
many-electron problems, due to their favorable scaling with
system size. However, for strongly correlated problems (of-
ten involving transition metal atoms, structures away from
equilibrium, or magnetic effects amongst others) the situa-
tion is more complicated as these strong correlation effects of
electrons in narrow-band, localized orbitals result in dominat-
ing electron-electron repulsion where the standard mean-field
and exchange-correlation functionals often fail qualitatively1.
Levels of theory beyond DFT are then necessary. Fragmen-
tation approaches, where the localized orbitals from which
these effects manifest are treated at a more accurate level of
theory (e.g. quantum chemical wave function methods), of-
fer a promising route forwards to avoid the approximations of
density-functionals, but which allow for embedding in a wider
mean-field to retain the favourable scaling with respect to the
system size2.
The embedding of a selected (generally small) set of
strongly correlated degrees of freedom in a wider mean-field
description of a system has become popular in recent years,
and fall under the umbrella term of ‘quantum embedding’
or ‘quantum cluster’ methods3–10, which have recently been
shown to be very succesful in describing lattice models11–13,
realistic materials14,15, as well as quantum chemistry16–19.
The key difference to many other types of locally correlated,
fragmentation or embedding approaches is that these chosen
correlated degrees of freedom (commonly called ‘fragment’
or ‘impurity’ orbitals in the literature) must be treated as a
truly open subsystem in the quantum mechanical sense, gen-
erally within an overall stationary state. This contrasts with
many other local correlation methods, which start from the
requirement of localized, fully occupied orbital states of some
initial single-particle hamiltonian, which then describe frag-
a)Electronic mail: george.booth@kcl.ac.uk
ments with no single-particle-like fluctuations from them or
entanglement with the wider system.
Given instead an arbitrary choice of these fragment orbitals
to describe physical correlated regions, they must be allowed
to describe a mixed quantum state, where there is not just
particle and energy exchange with the surrounding environ-
ment, but also the quantum mechanical fluctuations required
to express the entanglement of the fragment with their envi-
ronment. These intrinsically quantum fluctuations are incred-
ibly important for stabilizing the fragment, and to ensure that
quantum numbers which are normally conserved for a pure
quantum state (such as spin or electron number) are gener-
ally no longer good quantum numbers within the fragment.
This is physical, as we do not expect an arbitrary fragment of
a quantum many-body system to retain good quantum num-
bers (such as electron number), indicating the presence of spin
and/or charge quantum fluctuations from the fragment into its
environment.
In order to describe this mixed-state quantum fragment, it
should be quantified by a quantum variable other than a wave-
function, as this must by construction instead be used to de-
scribe a pure state. Dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) has
become popular in the last couple of decades4,5,19–21, where
the fragment state is characterized by its one-particle Green
function. This allows for these virtual quantum fluctuations
from the fragment into the environment due to the correlated
behavior of the fragment electrons. These fluctuations are
considered explicitly, as a manifestly time-dependent prob-
lem of electron or hole propagation from the system into the
environment and back over all time-scales, casting the envi-
ronment entanglement as temporal fluctuations. Working with
the correlated effects on this one-particle propagator allows a
description of the physics arising from single-particle quan-
tum fluctuations into the environment from the fragment, in-
cluding delocalization of charge or spin density into the en-
vironment, and allowing for a description of covalent bonds
that the fragment electrons participate in. Added to this, all of
the local correlated interactions of the fragment electrons are
explicitly included in the physics of the fragment Green func-
tion, describing the effects of these strong Coulomb repulsion
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2arising from these local orbitals. While non-local many-body
interactions between the fragment and environment are trun-
cated, through the self-consistency this single-particle prop-
agator can describe the single-particle fluctuations in a true
correlated sense, leading to a fully correlated description of
the system-environment coupling.
However, the computational complexities and costs associ-
ated with the description of explicit time-dependent processes
(despite a time-independent hamiltonian) can be significant,
and because of this, the fully static ‘density matrix embed-
ding theory’ (DMET) was developed6,16,22. In this, the frag-
ment is described by its (static) one-particle density matrix,
which is self-consistently optimized with the inclusion of the
local correlated (two-particle) interactions. While this one-
body density matrix of the fragment can describe a mixed
state, this description of the fragment precludes the ability to
explicitly characterize the fragment-environment fluctuations
at any lengthscale arising directly from the correlated physics.
This explicit information is simply not contained within the
fragment-space reduced one-particle density matrix. More
specifically, we can consider a diagonal element of the frag-
ment one-particle density matrix as a probability amplitude
associated with an electron at a position ri. From a path in-
tegral perspective, this can be computed from the propagator
arising from a sum of all paths which start and end at ri, in-
cluding those that leave the fragment space, propagate through
the environment, and return. The inclusion of the correlated
physics of the fragment can dramatically change the weights
of these paths, modifying in turn the fluctuations into the envi-
ronment, and properties of the fragment space. In DMET, it is
only the correlation-driven changes to the entirely local part
of these paths which is self-consistently matched at each it-
eration (the reduced density matrices), while physical effects
arising due to the coupling of the correlated fragment to its
environment and its quantum fluctuations are simply approx-
imated via the mean-field rather than explicitly described and
optimized. As a potentially more severe and further uncon-
trolled constraint, these reduced fragment descriptors can only
be matched via an idempotent description of the full system,
ruling out a general matching of the fragment and mean-field
full system density matrices23,24. Despite these limitations,
the DMET approach has proven successful in many settings,
where the physics is relatively local such that sufficiently large
fragment spaces can be found to mitigate these approxima-
tions, made possible by its relatively computationally efficient
formulation25–27.
Very recently, the authors presented an alternative ap-
proach, which formally overcomes the limitations of the
DMET method, dubbed ‘Energy-weighted Density Matrix
Embedding Theory’ (EwDMET)28. This allows for a sys-
tematically improvable and self-consistent description of the
missing correlated (one-particle) quantum fluctuations from
the fragment into the environment, in a rigorously self-
consistent fashion. This was also achieved whilst retaining
the computational simplicity of a static, efficient method. In-
stead of describing the correlated fragment solely by the one-
particle reduced density matrix, it is instead described via the
energy-weighted one-particle density matrices (EwRDMs).
The zeroth order energy-weighted density matrix is simply
the traditional one-particle density matrix, while the self-
consistent matching of the higher-order variants describe in-
creasingly long-range correlated changes to the local fragment
expectation values, quantifying the beyond-mean-field quan-
tum fluctuations into the environment.
These variables therefore characterize a length scale of the
Feynman paths into the environment which are allowed to
contribute to local, fragment one-particle correlated expec-
tation values. Increasing this length scale allows for an in-
creasingly well-resolved, rigorously self-consistent, and man-
ifestly many-body description of these quantum fluctuations
from the fragment, and a seamless integration of the frag-
ment into the wider system. Increasing this lengthscale to
convergence formally provides the same physical description
of the system as DMFT, albeit in a fully time-independent for-
mulation. Therefore the method can interpolate between the
DMET and DMFT levels of theory. These EwRDMs of the
fragment are found at each iteration via an exact (FCI) so-
lution of an reduced-dimensionality ‘embedded’ hamiltonian,
found via an analytic projection from the full system hamilto-
nian. This embedding avoids any numerical fit, and is defined
by its ability to exactly match the fragment EwRDMs from
the full system.
Furthermore, the EwDMET approach allows for a rigor-
ous self-consistency to be formulated, such that the correlated
energy-weighted density matrices of the embedded system
can be formally matched to those of the full system at conver-
gence. Formally matching correlated and mean-field descrip-
tions of these one-electron quantities is generally achieved
via consideration of a time-dependent one-particle self-energy
(as in DMFT). Retaining only a static potential, as is done
in DMET, renders this generally impossible, and as a conse-
quence DMET is only able to minimize the normed distance
between these quantities23,24. However, the effects of a dy-
namical self-energy can also be reproduced, by instead con-
sidering the full system itself as an open system, connected to
further fictitious degrees of freedom, via a static one-particle
coupling. In the interests of clarity in the nomenclature, we
shall denote the degrees of freedom of this extended, fictitious
environment as ‘auxiliary’ orbitals (to distinguish them from
the ‘bath’ orbitals of the cluster problem of section IV). These
auxiliary orbitals hybridize with the fragment degrees of free-
dom, such that the mean-field description of this physical
and auxiliary supersystem results in true correlated energy-
weighted density matrices of the physical fragment space (and
any symmetrically equivalent spaces), once this fictitious aux-
iliary space is traced out. This process allows for a self-
consistent description of these correlated degrees of freedom,
and their quantum fluctuations into their environment.
In a previous paper28, this approach was demonstrated for
a number of correlated lattice models, and found to pro-
vide excellent results with respect to various benchmarks. In
this work, we extend the approach to investigate its viability
for realistic ab initio molecular systems, where a long-range
Coulomb interaction is included. For these initial studies of
open, highly correlated subsystems, we choose to consider
the paradigmatic model of stretching Hydrogen chains. The
3embedding allows for a mean-field scaling, and so large 50
atom rings can be treated, while we test the accuracy of just a
single atomic fragment as the embedded region within a min-
imal basis. This system allows for a controllable model of
weaker correlation (at close to equilibrium geometries), and
strong correlation (at stretched geometries), and for which
there already exists accurate benchmarks due to the one-
dimensional topology via the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG)29–31.
While describing the theory in section II-V, we focus on
quantum chemical applications and extend the formal deriva-
tion to treat multiple fragment orbitals, as well as spin-
symmetry broken mean-fields, allowing for spontaneously po-
larized fragments. The results of section VII show that allow-
ing for this flexibility improves the results for these systems
in the difficult recoupling region of bond lengths. In addition,
an appropriate energy functional is derived for the method in
section VI, which can be obtained directly from the zeroth-
and first-order energy-weighted density matrices. These ener-
gies are found to compare very well to benchmark values from
DMRG. We also discuss the physical character of the bath or-
bitals used to solve for the energy-weighted density matrices
of the fragment problem, and analyze the convergence with re-
spect to the maximum order of these self-consistent EwRDMs
in the method, as longer-ranged fluctuations from the frag-
ment are explicitly optimized.
II. ENERGY WEIGHTED DENSITY MATRICES
In this work, open correlated fragments of the molecule are
described by their nth order energy-weighted reduced density
matrices (EwRDMs), denoted T (n)h,αβ and T
(n)
p,αβ for the hole
and particle sector respectively, where {α,β} label the spin-
orbitals of the chosen molecular fragment. These quantities
can be individually expressed in terms of expectation values
of the ground state of the full system |Ψ〉, formed from nested
commutators of a Hamiltonian Hˆ32, as
T (n)h,αβ = 〈Ψ|c†β
[
cα , Hˆ
]
{n} |Ψ〉 (1)
T (n)p,αβ = 〈Ψ|
[
cα , Hˆ
]
{n} c
†
β |Ψ〉, (2)
where
[
cα , Hˆ
]
{n} =
[
. . . [[cα , Hˆ], Hˆ], . . . Hˆ
]
with n total com-
mutators and
[
cα , Hˆ
]
{0} = cα . These expressions reduce to
T (n)h,αβ = 〈Ψ|c†β (E0− Hˆ)ncα |Ψ〉 (3)
T (n)p,αβ = 〈Ψ|cα(Hˆ−E0)nc†β |Ψ〉, (4)
where E0 is the ground state energy. The zeroth-order hole
EwRDM is simply the traditional one-body reduced density
matrix, defined as
T (0)h,αβ = Dαβ = 〈Ψ|c†αcβ |Ψ〉. (5)
These expectation values can be defined in the (N − 1) and
(N+1) particle many-body eigenstates/values of the Hamilto-
nian {|Ψ(N−1)j 〉;E0−ξ j} and {|Ψ(N+1)k 〉;E0 +ξk}. This gives
the general form for these matrices as
T (n)h,αβ =∑
j
Cα jC
∗
β j(ξ j−µ)n (6)
T (n)p,αβ =∑
k
CαkC
∗
βk(ξk−µ)n, (7)
where Cα j = 〈Ψ|c†α |Ψ(N−1)j 〉 and Cαk = 〈Ψ|cα |Ψ(N+1)k 〉 de-
fine the Dyson orbitals33 of the system of the hole and parti-
cle states respectively, µ is the chemical potential in a grand
canonical ensemble, and j and k run over the entire set of
eigenstates of the N−1 and N+1 sectors respectively.
If we instead restrict the full system to be defined by an
(effective) single-particle hamiltonian, then the ground-state
wavefunction can be found as a single Slater determinant.
We can denote the eigenvectors/values of this single-particle
Hamiltonian as {C;}, with ξ j = j as a consequence of Koop-
mans’ theorem. In this case, the EwRDMs can be expressed
from sums over occupied and virtual single-particle states re-
spectively, as
T˜ (n)h,αβ = ∑
 j<µ
Cα jC∗β j( j −µ)n (8)
T˜ (n)p,αβ = ∑
k>µ
CαkC∗βk(k −µ)n, (9)
where the tilde simply denotes their construction from single-
particle quantities. As it can be seen, there is no fundamental
difference in formalism between the ‘correlated’ quantities of
Eqs. 6 and 7, and their ‘uncorrelated’ counterparts in Eqs. 8
and 9, where Cαi =Cαi. However, since the two-body interac-
tions in the correlated Hamiltonian cause splittings of the hole
and particle states, the number of many-body states which are
summed over to construct the correlated EwRDMs is expo-
nentially larger than in the single-particle case.
The aim of the approach described here (EwDMET)28, is to
self-consistently match the matrices T˜(n)h/p = T
(n)
h/p spanning a
correlated fragment of the molecule, for all EwRDMs up to a
given order, denoted by nmom. The quantities in Eqs. 3 and 4
are solved by FCI34 in a subspace hamiltonian which includes
the explicit two-body interactions of the fragment as discussed
in section IV. Through the self-consistency, the full system
one-particle hamiltonian is updated to modify the quantities in
Eqns. 8 and 9 in order to match these correlated quantities. In
the case that symmetry equivalent fragments exist, then these
quantities are also used to describe all fragments related by an
allowed symmetry operation and update the mean-field hamil-
tonian accordingly.
The ‘density matrix embedding theory’ (DMET) becomes
a limit of EwDMET at nmom = 0, where no quantum fluc-
tuations out of the fragment are explicitly matched. More-
over, the self-consistency in DMET is achieved by means of
a local static ‘correlation’ potential over the fragment space,
vc. However, this local potential is insufficient to rigor-
ously match these quantities23,24. This inability is made even
starker for higher order EwRDMs as attempted within EwD-
MET. In contrast to this, EwDMET allows for a rigorous
4self-consistency. Since the number of terms in the expres-
sions for the EwRDMs is different in the single-particle and
many-body calculation of the EwRDMs, this exact matching
is achieved via coupling to an additional fictitious auxiliary
system, which can induce additional hole and particle states
to sum over. This construction is discussed in III, while the
full self-consistent procedure is described in V. However, to
consider its connection to other methods, and to get further
insight into the role of these quantities, it is first useful to ex-
plicitly connect them to the single-particle propagator (Green
function) of the system.
A. Connection to the fragment Green function
In the introduction, the EwRDMs were rationalized in
terms of modifications to Feynman paths which start and end
in the correlated fragment, and hence define its local proper-
ties via inclusion of fluctuations into the environment. Each
fragment EwRDM of order n can be rigorously related to the
sum of the weight of all self-returning paths of length n from
the fragment space (where the length scale is determined by
an application of the Hamiltonian)35. Therefore, as higher-
order EwRDMs are included in the description of the corre-
lated fragment, increasingly long-range modifications to the
fragment description (propagator) are made as a direct result
of the correlated interactions of the fragment. We can formal-
ize these connections to the single-particle propagator (Green
function) of the system, which is a framework which allows
all environmental fluctuations on all time- and length-scales.
This digression will allow for a further appreciation of the
physics captured by the EwRDMs in this method, as well as
also allowing for a connection to the successful quantum em-
bedding method, ‘dynamical mean-field theory’ (DMFT)3–6.
The single-particle propagator or Green function character-
izes the time-dependent response of a system due to the in-
sertion and subsequent propagation of an additional particle
or hole (for these purposes into the ground state of the sys-
tem). This quantity can be defined over many domains, in-
cluding real-frequency, Matsubara frequency and imaginary
time. We review these briefly here to define pertinent expres-
sions, all for equilibrium, zero-temperature systems. The real-
frequency, time-ordered Green function can be given in a gen-
eral form as
G(ω)αβ = lim
η→0+∑j
Cα jC ∗β j
ω− (ξ j−µ)+ iηsgn(ξ j−µ) , (10)
where j runs over all N ± 1 states. The corresponding total
spectral function, Tr[A(ω)αβ ], can then be uniquely and bi-
jectively defined from
A(ω)αβ =−
1
pi
Im[GR(ω)αβ ] (11)
=∑
j
Cα jC
∗
β jδ (ω− (ξ j−µ)), (12)
where GR(ω)αβ denotes the retarded rather than time-ordered
version of the Green function36.
In Matsubara frequency, the Green function can also be
given by a high-energy expansion32, as
G(iω)αβ = ∑
n≥0
(−1)(n+1)
〈Ψ|{[Hˆ,cα ]{n},c†β}|Ψ〉
(iω)n
. (13)
Using the expression in Eqs. 3 and 4, we can write this as
G(iω)αβ = ∑
n≥0
(
− 1
(iω)
)n(
〈Ψ|cα(Hˆ−E0)nc†β |Ψ〉
+ 〈Ψ|c†β (E0− Hˆ)ncα |Ψ〉
)
(14)
G(iω)αβ = ∑
n≥0
(
− 1
(iω)
)n
∑
j
Cα jC
∗
β j (Θ(ξ j−µ)(ξ j−µ)n
+ Θ(µ−ξ j)(ξ j−µ)n) , (15)
where Θ is the Heaviside step function. In these expressions,
the first terms correspond to sums over particle (N+1 or vir-
tual) states, while the second term sums over hole (N− 1 or
occupied) states of the system.
Finally, we can also Fourier transform this representation
into the imaginary-time domain, and define a Green function
as
G(τ)αβ =−∑
j
Cα jC
∗
β je
−τ(ξ j−µ)[Θ(τ)Θ(ξ j−µ)
−Θ(−τ)Θ(µ−ξ j)]. (16)
This definition also separates contributions to the Green func-
tion in terms of particle and hole states.
These expressions clarify many of the relationships of the
single-particle propagator to the energy-weighted density ma-
trices used to describe the correlated effects of the fragment.
These static quantities characterize the dynamical character of
the single-particle spectrum of the fragment, embedded in the
system. By comparing Eq. 12 and Eqs. 6 and 7, it is clear that
each increased order of the energy-weighted density matrices
characterizes an additional moment of the hole and particle
distributions of the spectral function, as
T (n)h,αβ =
∫ µ
−∞A(ω)αβωndω (17)
T (n)p,αβ =
∫ ∞
µ A(ω)αβωndω. (18)
These descriptors therefore define the integrated weight
(T(0)), mean (T(1)), variance (T(2)), skew (T(3)), bimodal
(T(4)), and higher order character of the separate hole and
particle parts of the local spectral function, as well as their
spatial dependence among the different fragment orbitals. The
analytic character of these functions ensures that this expan-
sion is a convergent expansion towards to complete dynamical
resolution of this spectral function, containing all the energy-
dependent information of the single-particle propagator. We
therefore also denote these EwRDM matrices as ‘moments’
for brevity in this work, understanding them in the context de-
scribed above for the separate particle and hole spectral distri-
butions.
5A different interpretation of these quantities can be ob-
tained from the imaginary-time and Matsubara formalisms,
where additional insight into the physical content of these
EwRDMs can be found. From a comparison of Eq. 16 and
Eqs. 6 and 7, we can assert that the moments are related to the
derivatives of the imaginary-time Green function and hence
Taylor expansion for short hole/particle propagation times, as
T(n)h = (−1)n
dnG(τ)
dτn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0−
(19)
T(n)p = (−1)(n+1) d
nG(τ)
dτn
∣∣∣∣
τ=0+
, (20)
and therefore define a systematically improvable timescale for
the resolution of quantum fluctuations into the environment.
In the Matsubara formalism, the Laurent expansion of the
Green function in terms of inverse frequency in Eq. 14 can be
seen to depend on the sum of the hole and particle moments at
each order. This dictates the shape of the high-frequency tail
of the Green function.
Through these many connections to the full propagator,
we can see these descriptors as a truncated expansion of the
full dynamical behaviour of the system, describing quantum
fluctuations from the fragment of increasing length or time
scales. Although a unique description of the full dynamics
of the single-particle propagator is only exactly defined in
the large-nmom limit, important insights into the correlation
of the system can be obtain even from low-moments expan-
sions. It should be pointed out that, since we are dealing
with the particle and hole moments separately, rather than
with their sum in the full central moment, these are not high-
energy expansions, despite being short-time expansions of the
Green functions37,38. This gives us confidence that it can de-
scribe strongly correlated fragments, where local atomic-like
orbitals strongly influence the electronic structure of the sys-
tem. Furthermore, the avoidance of these explicitly dynamical
Green functions in the construction of the theory significantly
simplifies the numerics, ruling out the need for discretization
schemes, grids and other approximations, as well as admitting
far more efficient ground-state electronic structure methods to
solve the correlated problem within a rigorous mapping to the
embedded system.
III. AUXILIARY SPACE AND EXTENDED FOCK MATRIX
The aim of the EwDMET approach is to match the particle
and hole ‘moments’ of correlated wave function calculations
over the fragment space (Eqs. 1 and 2), to the analogous ex-
pressions coming from a one-electron hamiltonian over the
full system (Eqs. 8 and 9). The approach to do this, involves
considering the full system itself as physically coupled via
one-electron, tight-binding-like terms, to fictitious, auxiliary
degrees of freedom6,39. These additional degrees of freedom
can shift the one-electron eigenstates of the mean-field sys-
tem, as well as introduce an increased number of these states.
In this way, they can mimic the additional states arising via
the correlated two-electron effects in Eqs. 6 and 7, to exactly
match these quantities. This addition of external degrees of
freedom to induce these changes to mean-field-like quantities
is entirely equivalent to the introduction of a frequency- or
time-dependent (dynamical) self-energy for the computation
of Green’s functions, and therefore can also be used to match
arbitrary order moments. Also, as done in standard DMET,
a local correlation potential vc is added on each symmetry
equivalent fragment space to mimic the static part of the self-
energy.
In the following, we denote the number of auxiliary degrees
of freedom which are coupled to each fragment of interest as
naux. As this number increases, there is the flexibility to ar-
bitrarily accurately match any number of moments, nmom. In
case there may exist symmetry-equivalent copies of the frag-
ment degrees of freedom, the auxiliaries which are coupled
to the fragment can also be replicated on other parts of the
molecule. More formally, we can write the total one-electron
hamiltonian for the physical + auxiliary systems as a sum of
the Fock matrix over the physical degrees of freedom, and
couplings to auxiliary sites, as
hˆtot = fˆ + hˆaux. (21)
The physical Fock matrix is constructed as normal, with
fαβ = tαβ +∑
γδ
[(αβ |γδ )− (αδ |γβ )]Dγδ , (22)
where D is the density matrix and tˆ the nuclear and kinetic
one-particle hamiltonian. It should be pointed out that the ba-
sis employed in Eq. 22 refers to all physical orbitals, including
the fragment as well as their environment, but excluding the
auxiliary space.
The auxiliary hamiltonian, hˆaux consists of one-electron
terms coupling all equivalent fragment spaces (indexed by λ )
to their respective auxiliary spaces, as
hˆaux =∑
λ
hˆfrag(λ )aux , (23)
where
hˆfrag(λ )aux = ∑
αβ∈frag(λ )
νcαβ cˆ
†
α cˆβ
+
naux
∑
k
εkcˆ†k cˆk+
naux
∑
k
∑
α∈frag(λ )
ναk(cˆ†α cˆk+h.c.),
(24)
where k denotes auxiliary degrees of freedom, orthogonal
to any physical states. This extension of the Fock matrix
with the local correlation potential and the auxiliary degrees
of freedom contained in hˆaux allows it to implicitly capture
correlation-driven one-body quantum fluctuations which are
neglected in Hartree-Fock theory. A diagonalization of this
enlarged physical + auxiliary system returns effectively cor-
related and non-idempotent moments, when projected back
into the physical space. This projection amounts to ensuring
the sums in Eqs. 8 and 9 run over the eigenstates of hˆtot, while
the {α,β} indices denote only physical system orbitals. In
order to optimize these quantities, the parameters {νc,ε,ν}
6need to be varied to match the information obtained from the
wave function of the correlated subspace hamiltonian, whose
construction is described in the next section. It should be
noted that it is possible for multiple solutions for the auxil-
iary Hamiltonian to be found which match the desired mo-
ments. Even in the nmom → ∞ limit the self-consistency can
in principle converge to multiple stationary points, in the same
way that multiple solutions for ‘static’-mean-field theory ex-
ist within Hartree-Fock theory, or indeed solutions within dy-
namical mean-field theory.
Upon extension of the Fock matrix with the additional de-
grees of freedom, the total number of electrons also needs to
be augmented to match the moments. In our previous work28
this was achieved by working in a grand canonical ensemble,
with a fictitious (low) temperature, with the total electron fill-
ing smoothly changed via the chemical potential. However,
in this work we work at zero temperature with a fixed integer
filling of the orbitals. This filling is determined by ensuring
that the mid-point of the HOMO-LUMO gap of the extended
Fock matrix µext (the total chemical potential), is constrained
to equal the same definition for the chemical potential of the
physical Fock matrix µ . This in turn places a constraint on the
auxiliary parameters {ε,ν}, while νc is kept traceless. This
ensures that through the self-consistency, the number of elec-
trons in the physical system is not changed by the presence of
the auxiliary degrees of freedom, hence avoiding variations in
total charge in the physical system.
IV. BATH CONSTRUCTION AND CLUSTER
HAMILTONIAN
While section III is concerned with the ability to manip-
ulate the single-particle states of the full system in order to
arbitrarily modify the fragment mean-field moments, we also
require accurate fragment moments to self-consistently match
these to. These are computed from a subspace Hamiltonian
including explicit two-body interactions, which can be solved
to high accuracy, to provide the correlated expectation values
of Eqs. 1 and 2. In EwDMET, these are approximated via the
solution to a reduced dimensionality Hamiltonian, where the
physical fragment states are augmented with bath states, ob-
tained via a projection from the full physical (non-fragment)
and auxiliary system. This space of fragment + bath orbitals,
to be solved via high-level correlated ground-state calcula-
tions, is denoted the cluster space. The Hamiltonian in this
space consists of the explicit (bare) two-electron terms only
over the fragment degrees of freedom of the cluster.
The main concern is how these bath orbitals are chosen,
and which Hamiltonian should be projected into the cluster.
The criterion used for determining these bath states, is that
they must be able to exactly reproduce the fragment moments
of Eqs. 8 and 9, in the case where the Hamiltonian projected
into the cluster is just hˆtot, the mean-field Hamiltonian. In
the DMET approach, only the zeroth-order hole moment (the
RDM) is optimized, so hˆtot = fˆ , and the bath orbitals which
fulfil this criteria are obtained from the Schmidt decompo-
sition of the mean-field (many-electron) state which results
nmom mmax nbath/nfrag
0 0 1 (DMET)
1 0 1
2 1 3
3 1 3
4 2 5
5 2 5
TABLE I. Decomposition order and maximum bath space sizes.
nmom denotes the maximum order of fluctuation moment which is
to be faithfully represented in the cluster space. mmax denotes the
maximum order of wave function in Eqs. 25 and 26 which must be
decomposed, and nbath/nfrag denotes the maximum possible number
of bath orbitals per fragment orbital in the cluster space (excluding
reductions due to linear dependencies).
from the diagonalization of fˆ 16,39,40. In the case of EwDMET,
this procedure is not sufficient to faithfully reproduce an arbi-
trary number of higher order moments, and therefore requires
extension to ensure that a chosen number of these moments,
for both particle and hole sectors, are spanned by the cluster
Hamiltonian. This is physically justified, as the higher mo-
ments describe longer-ranged particle/hole fluctuations from
the fragment, and therefore require the cluster to span a larger
space which can capture these fluctuations.
We denote the orbital space corresponding to the bath as
{|bx〉}. To ensure that we can faithfully represent an arbi-
trary number of moments, we construct the bath space via
the Schmidt decomposition of wave functions of the form
hˆmtotcˆ
(†)
α |Φ〉, for hole (particle) bath orbitals respectively. In
this, |Φ〉 is the mean-field state resulting from hˆtot with a given
chemical potential µ . The decomposition of wave functions of
this form give a single bath degree of freedom for each frag-
ment spin-orbital (α), order (m), and hole/particle character.
The decomposition results in bath states of the form
|bholeα,m〉= ∑
κ /∈frag
∑
i<µ
mi CαiC
∗
κi√
Nholeα,m
|κ〉 (25)
|bparticleα,m 〉= ∑
κ /∈frag
∑
i>µ
mi CαiC
∗
κi√
Nparticleα,m
|κ〉, (26)
where κ denotes degrees of freedom in the extended Fock ma-
trix (with eigenvalues and vectors {;C}) orthogonal to the
fragment space. N values are the normalization constants of
the resulting orbitals. It should be noted that these bath or-
bitals are not necessarily orthogonal, and so an orthogonaliza-
tion scheme and removal of linear dependencies which arise is
necessary. This can reduce the overall number of bath states,
but ensures that the full fluctuation space is still spanned.
Once these bath orbitals are found, projection operators into
this space can be constructed, as
Pbath =∑
x
|bx〉〈bx|, (27)
with similar expressions for projections into the fragment
space (Pfrag) and full cluster space (Pclust = Pfrag⊕Pbath).
7It is now necessary to determine the maximum order of
wave functions (m = mmax) which are required in order to
faithfully represent a desired maximum moment order (nmom).
This is important, since it will determine the total number of
bath orbitals (nbath) in the cluster problem, and hence the fea-
sibility of the accurate wave function calculation. The DMET
approach considers nmom = 0, which decomposes the wave
function m = 0. The particle and hole components of m = 0
are linearly dependent and hence redundant, which results
in only one bath orbital per fragment orbital. This bath or-
bital in DMET is identical to the one constructed above. For
higher moments, the particle and hole bath states are no longer
equivalent, and have to be considered separately. However, a
standard rule of perturbation theory indicates that in order to
know the moments up to an order 2nmom + 1, it is sufficient
to span the wave functions up to an order nmom41. This re-
sults in mmax =
⌈
nmom−1
2
⌉
, and hence a total bath space di-
mensionality per fragment orbital for a given moment order is
2
⌈
nmom−1
2
⌉
+1.
The number of bath orbitals required per fragment orbital
in the cluster space is summarised in Table I. The result is
that the number of bath orbitals now grows linearly with both
the number of fragment degrees of freedom, as well as the
maximum lattice fluctuation moment which is to be found.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the original DMET approach
to cluster space construction can in fact span both the zeroth
and first moment, although only the zeroth moment is self-
consistently optimized in DMET. Finally, DMFT can be con-
sidered a self-consistent approach in the limit nmom → ∞. In
this limit, the number of bath orbitals goes to infinity, which
again is consistent with the DMFT approach, where for exact
diagonalization and wave function solvers of the cluster prob-
lem, an infinite number of bath states are formally required
to represent the continuous hybridization function42,43. From
another perspective, this expansion of bath orbitals denotes
a systematic enlargement of the local occupied/virtual space
spanned by the cluster, with the constraint that only canonical
orbitals with a non-zero overlap with the fragment space can
be accessed.
In order to gain some physical insight into these bath states,
in Fig. 1 we plot the converged bath orbitals for a 60%
stretched H10 ring in a minimal basis. A (Löwdin orthogo-
nalized) 1s orbital is selected as a single fragment state on one
of the atoms, denoted by the grey sphere, which is equiva-
lent on all atoms. It should be noticed that a spin-restricted
formalism was employed here. We also consider the cases of
naux = 0 (upper row) where hˆtot = fˆ , and of naux = 4, where
four additional fictitious auxiliary sites per atom are included,
and couple to their respective atom (lower row). These aux-
iliary sites are denoted as black dots at increased radial dis-
tances from the atom which they couple to, and are optimized
such that the fragment moments of the cluster and mean-field
match for each atom. The five bath orbitals plotted for each
row span the fluctuation space required to faithfully match up
to nmom = 5. The dominant m and hole/particle character of
each bath orbital is also shown (though this is not unambigu-
ous due to the orthogonalization procedure). The inclusion
of the auxiliary space reduces the weight of the bath orbitals
on the physical system, indicating a reduced coupling between
the atoms, and an opening of the effective HOMO-LUMO gap
compared to the original mean-field, to account for the qual-
itatively different self-consistent correlated physics. In con-
trast, without auxiliaries the bath states strongly resemble the
original canonical occupied (hole) and virtual (particle) mean-
field states, as they cannot adjust to the correlated character of
the bonding. In both examples, it is also evident that in order
to represent higher order moments and longer-ranged fluctu-
ations, the corresponding bath orbitals are required to span
regions more physically distant from the fragment, to allow
the description of these longer path dynamics.
Before solving for the correlated EwRDMs of the cluster,
care must be taken in order to avoid any double-counting of
the correlation effects in the interacting cluster hamiltonian,
Hˆclust. Indeed, the auxiliary space of the extended Fock hamil-
tonian is designed explicitly to modify the one-electron states
to mimic the local correlation effects of each fragment region.
In addition, the Coulomb and exchange terms included in the
original Fock hamiltonian fˆ need to be subtracted from the
fragment space, since the full two-electron interaction terms
are subsequently included, and would therefore double-count
the Coulomb and exchange contributions of this space. The
full Hamiltonian of the cluster can therefore be defined with
one-electron terms, and a two-electron part which only acts
over the fragment degrees of freedom, as
Hˆclust = hˆclust+
1
2 ∑αβγδ∈frag
(αβ |γδ ) cˆ†α cˆ†γ cˆδ cˆβ . (28)
The one-particle contribution is defined as
hˆclust =PˆclusthˆtotPˆclust
− PˆfragvˆdcPˆfrag−
(
PˆfraghˆauxPˆclust+h.c.
)
+µbathPˆbathPˆbath,
(29)
where the exact double counting term is
vdcαβ = ∑
γδ∈frag
[(αβ |γδ )− (αδ |γβ )]Dγδ , (30)
corresponding to the Coulomb and exchange terms of the frag-
ment space. In addition, the coupling between the fragment
space, and any auxiliary degrees of freedom are explicitly re-
moved in Eq. 29, as these effects would also over-correlate
the fragment space, whose correlation effects should only be
driven by the explicit two-electron interactions. Effective cor-
relation driven by the auxiliaries which act purely within the
bath space of the cluster are however retained, ensuring that
the one-electron Hamiltonian of the cluster resembles a non-
interacting fragment, coupled to an bath space which is mod-
ified due to the correlated effect of the auxiliaries. Finally,
to ensure that the total number of electrons in the fragment
space is equal over all symmetry-equivalent sites, a chemical
potential µbath is optimized and applied in the bath space16.
In order to compare and contrast to the DMET ap-
proach, it should be pointed out that in the literature, DMET
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FIG. 1. Bath orbitals needed to describe up to the 5th moment for the stretched H10 ring (inner ring) at a H-H internuclear distance of 1.6Å,
as obtained without auxiliaries (upper row) and with EwDMET using 4 auxiliary orbitals (black dots in lower row) attached to each site.
The fragment orbital is denoted by the grey sphere, and the bath orbitals span the physical and auxiliary (if present) space orthogonal to this
fragment orbital. The labels indicate the dominant m and hole/particle character of the bath states, as given by their overlap with the states of
Eqs. 25 and 26. More details are given in the main text.
has been implemented in two different variants, often de-
scribed as a ‘non-interacting-bath’ and an ‘interacting-bath’
formalism16,22. These are distinguished by whether the two-
particle interaction terms of Eq. 28 are restricted to span the
fragment space only, or projected into the whole cluster space.
In our formulation of EwDMET, we will employ an non-
interacting bath formulation, with the auxiliary hamiltonian
in the bath providing the effective correlation-driven modifi-
cations to this space. The introduction of an ‘interacting-bath’
formalism, as well as other approaches for the inclusion of
non-fragment-local two-electron terms in the cluster Hamil-
tonian will be considered in future work, while the current
‘non-interacting-bath’ will ensure that the large-nmom limit of
the method allows for a direct comparison to DMFT results.
The formalism above is written in a spin-orbital basis,
where the density matrix, and all terms can potentially
have different alpha and beta components (or even a mixed,
non-collinear character). This allows for spontaneous spin-
symmetry breaking in both the fragment, physical system,
and auxiliary Hamiltonian. Naturally, the approach can be
applied in a spin-restriced formalism by matching mean-field
and correlated spin-traced moments rather the individual spin-
partitioned moments. This reduces the number of auxiliary
parameters as the single-particle total hamiltonian is identical
for both spin channels. In section VII we will discuss the re-
sults obtained with both the spin-restricted (EwDMET) and
the spin-unrestricted (U-EwDMET) treatment and highlight
how the increased flexibility offered by the latter improves
significantly the results in the recoupling regime.
V. SELF-CONSISTENT ALGORITHM
In this section we put the components described above into
a general algorithm for a EwDMET calculation in quantum
chemistry. The initial choice concerns the selection of the
correlated region, and the nfrag fragment orbitals to span this
space. Although, there is a freedom in the exact choice of
representation for such fragment orbitals, the use of atomic
orbitals (AOs) seem a sensible one for a chemical system.
In this work, in order to avoid dealing with a non-orthogonal
basis, we employed Löwdin-orthogonalized44 AOs, ensuring
that fragments remain symmetry-equivalent, although other
choices exists, and may be preferable. A choice of the max-
imum EwRDM (moment) of this fragment space to self-
consistently optimize (nmom) is also made, defining the range
of correlation-driven fragment fluctuations to include in the
calculation.
A self-consistent field calculation is then performed to ob-
tain a reference Fock matrix in the basis of fragment and re-
maining orthonormalized environment orbitals. Couplings (ε)
and energies (ν) of naux auxiliaries per symmetry-equivalent
fragment space are randomly initialized, according to the
Hamiltonian of Eqs. 23 and 24, and used to augment the Fock
matrix of Eq. 21. The self-consistent coupled optimization of
these quantities along with the EwRDMs is then performed,
according to an iterative process with the following stages.
(i) The bath orbitals required to represent the T˜(n)h/p
hole/particle moments of hˆtot are constructed. The re-
quired mmax is found according to
⌈
nmom−1
2
⌉
, and the
set of orbitals according to Eqs. 25 and 26 constructed
9and orthonormalized, with any linear dependencies re-
moved. These orbitals are combined with the fragment
degrees of freedom to form a projector into the cluster
space of fragment ⊕ bath orbitals, Pclust.
(ii) The interacting cluster Hamiltonian is formed accord-
ing to Eq. 28.
(iii) By means of an accurate solver (full configuration in-
teraction (FCI) in this work34), the cluster Hamiltonian
is solved for the ground state wave function and energy.
The bath space chemical potential (µbath) is optimized
(e.g. by bisection) to ensure that at each iteration the
number of electrons in the fragment space of the cor-
related cluster equals the trace of the mean-field RDM
over the fragment space. Without this step, the electron
number of the fragment space can fluctuate each itera-
tion. The correlated expectation values over the frag-
ment, T(n)h/p, of Eqs. 3 and 4 are then computed from the
ground state wave function and energy of the cluster, up
to the chosen maximum moment order of nmom.
(iv) The auxiliary parameters {ε;ν} and the hermitian ma-
trix vc of the Hamiltonian of Eq. 24 are optimized, by
minimizing the squared error between the lattice mo-
ments (T˜(n)h/p of Eq. 8) and cluster moments (T
(n)
h/p) as
C = ∑
αβ∈frag
∑
z=p/h
nmom
∑
n=0
wn
(
T˜ (n)z,αβ [vc,ε,ν ]−T
(n)
z,αβ
)2
+(µext[ε,ν ]−µ)2 ,
(31)
where wn are weighting parameters of the moments,
which we take to be wn = 1n! . This numerical minimiza-
tion of C is performed using analytic gradients with re-
spect to all optimizable degrees of freedom, while en-
suring that the chemical potential of this extended space
matches the mean-field one of the physical space. This
keeps the total number of electrons in the physical sys-
tem fixed.
(v) The updated auxiliary Hamiltonian parameters are used
as new guess into step (i) and the self-consistency cycle
is repeated until convergence in the values of the mo-
ments T(n)h/p and auxiliary parameters is reached.
It is worth noting that increasing naux (and therefore the dy-
namical resolution of the effective self-energy) only increases
the computational cost of the fitting and lattice diagonaliza-
tions. It therefore does not affect the cluster size or the effort
of the solver for the correlated moments, which is instead de-
termined by the order of the highest moment to fit, and thus
number of bath orbitals, as given by Table I.
VI. ENERGY FUNCTIONAL
In this section, we derive a local energy functional which
depends purely on the static quantities self-consistently opti-
mized in EwDMET, that is the energy-weighted reduced den-
sity matrices, or particle and hole moments of the fragment
Green function, as related in section II A. The total energy of
a system is defined as a sum of one-body and two-body con-
tributions, as
E = Enucl+ 〈Tˆ 〉+ 〈Vˆ 〉 (32)
= Enucl+∑
i j
ti jDi j+
1
2∑i jkl
(il| jk)Pi jkl , (33)
where Enucl is the nuclear repulsion contribution, D is the one-
body density matrix, defined in Eq. 5, and P is the two-body
density matrix, defined as
Pi jkl = 〈Ψ|c†i c†jckcl |Ψ〉. (34)
Partitioning such an energy expression into local contributions
connected to individual molecular fragments, Efrag is not an
obvious task. These local terms should include both the triv-
ial local one- and two-particle contributions as well as account
for the interaction of the fragment with its environment. Such
expression must also be size-extensive and yield the total en-
ergy upon summation over any arbitrary fragmentation of the
molecule, as
E = Enucl+∑
λ
Efrag(λ ). (35)
The starting point for this derivation is the Galitskii-Migdal
formula,45 which depends on the dynamical Green function,
as
E =− 1
2pi
Tr
[∫ µ
−∞
Im[G(ω)](ω+ t)dω
]
(36)
where t is the non-interacting Hamiltonian of the system, in-
cluding kinetic and nuclear potential terms. This energy ex-
pression is connected to the 0th and 1st moments of the hole
spectral function as expressed in Eqs. 11 and 17, to give
E =
1
2
Tr
[
T(0)h t
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
T(1)h
]
. (37)
When tracing the above formula over a local (e.g. fragment)
Green function, the energy functional of Eq. 37 refers to the
energy contribution of the corresponding local fragment, with
the desired additive property of Eq. 35. In other words, the
total energy per fragment region (Efrag) can be exactly cal-
culated by tracing over the fragment zeroth and first hole
moments,46,47 which are self-consistently optimized through
the calculation. Since in EwDMET the bath space required to
represent nmom = 1 is identical to nmom = 0 (see Table I), this
means that this energy can be evaluated self-consistently with
no additional computational effort.
The correlated physics contained in higher order moments
appears explicitly here, since despite being a one-particle
quantity, T(1)h contains the two-particle contributions required
for the total energy within it. This can be be seen by expand-
ing Eq. 1 for n = 1 and by using the definition of the cluster
Hamiltonian given in Eq. 28, as
T (1)h,αβ = 〈Ψ|cˆ†α [cˆβ , Hˆclust]|Ψ〉. (38)
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By expanding this commutator as
[cˆβ , Hˆclust] = ∑
i j∈clust
hclusti j
(
cˆβ cˆ
†
i cˆ j− cˆ†i cˆ j cˆβ
)
+
1
2 ∑i jkl∈frag
(i j|kl)
(
cˆβ cˆ
†
i cˆ
†
k cˆl cˆ j− cˆ†i cˆ†k cˆl cˆ j cˆβ
) (39)
= ∑
j∈clust
hclustβ j cˆ j+ ∑
jkl∈frag
(β j|kl) cˆ†k cˆl cˆ j, (40)
the first hole moment can then written as
T (1)h,αβ = ∑
j∈clust
hclustβ j Dα j+ ∑
jkl∈frag
(β j|kl)Pαkl j, (41)
The explicit dependence of the first hole moment on the two-
body density matrix is evident in Eq. 41, where by comparing
to Eq. 33, it can be seen that the second term yields twice the
two-particle contribution to the fragment energy upon tracing
over the fragment space, as
∑
α jkl∈frag
(α j|kl)Pαkl j = 2〈Vˆ 〉frag, (42)
while the first term of Eq. 41 contains one-electron, Coulomb
and exchange contribution. By substituting Eq. 41 into Eq. 37,
we obtain the final expression for the fragment energy, as
Efrag = ∑
α∈frag
j∈clust
tα j+hclustα j
2
Dα j+
1
2 ∑α jkl∈frag
(α j|kl)Pαkl j. (43)
which includes the one-body density matrix with one index
over the entire cluster space (including bath), rather than
just the fragment degrees of freedom. This accounts for the
(optimized) description of the fragment-bath coupling which
correctly includes Coulomb and exchange contributions via
the effective one-particle operator, 12
(
t+hclust
)
, while the
double-counting of these contributions within the fragment
exactly cancels.
At convergence the mean-field (T˜(n)h ) and correlated (T
(n)
h )
moments will match over the fragment space, however they
will not in general over the whole cluster. Therefore, the one-
body contribution to Eq. 43 will not be identical if projected
from the converged mean-field full system RDM or from the
correlated cluster RDM. However, the latter is the appropri-
ate choice, since it matches the one-body contribution from
the first-order hole moment as given in Eq. 41. The frag-
ment energy expression of Eq. 43 is equivalent to the one
employed in the DMET method previously16, which is now
derived from the Galitskii-Migdal energy functional and jus-
tified above. However, in contrast to DMET, in the EwDMET
approach the two-particle contribution is also self-consistently
optimized as it is a contribution from the first-order hole mo-
ment, as opposed to just the self-consistent one-body density
matrix contribution to the fragment energy in DMET.
VII. RESULTS: HYDROGEN RINGS
The EwDMET method has previously been applied to Hub-
bard models of correlated materials,28 where increasing the
number of moments optimized in the method demonstrated
improvability of results and allowed for correlation driven
phase transitions to emerge, which were missed at low order.
In order to provide a stern yet controllable test as to the relia-
bility of EwDMET across different correlation regimes for ab
initio chemical systems, we consider here the symmetric dis-
sociation of hydrogen rings into individual hydrogen atoms.
This model system has provided a benchmark for many dif-
ferent methods, with a large quantity of comparison data
available22,48–50. While these systems are superficially related
to the physics of the half-filled one-dimensional Hubbard
chains, the introduction of true, long-ranged Coulomb poten-
tials introduces much more subtle and rich physics, which is
still to be fully understood in the large chain limit50.
In the equilibrium geometry the wave function is dominated
by its mean-field character, though a reasonable amount of
correlation still exists in this regime. Upon stretching, strong
spin fluctuations dominate and a high-level of theory is re-
quired to obtain a qualitatively correct description, as spuri-
ous ionic configurations in the restricted mean-field reference
result in a vastly too high energy and resulting dissociation er-
ror. This necessitates a multireference treatment of the wave
function if building on this mean-field picture, and a complete
breakdown of any finite-order perturbation theory. In the infi-
nite chain limit, there are a formally infinite number of these
strong correlation centers, which results in an entangled, and
infinitely degenerate state in the restricted basis.
Analogues to formal phase transitions are found, as the de-
scription of the system beyond some bond length will want to
spontaneously break spin symmetry. This can be described as
a metal to Mott insulator transition, with the Coulomb repul-
sion eventually dominating, and a significant single-particle
gap opening with respect to electron number change. While
the mean-field picture will reduce the HOMO-LUMO gap to
zero in the restricted basis, the true gap will tend to the sum
of the first ionization potential and electron affinity of a Hy-
drogen atom. To remedy this error, the EwDMET method in
this limit will ensure the hybridization of the physical atomic
states with the auxiliary system will yield an effective en-
larged mean-field gap in the physical system. This effective
gap does not correspond to the HOMO-LUMO gap of the to-
tal hamiltonian hˆtot which spans all degrees of freedom, but
it is rather calculated from the projection of the total mean-
field spectrum into the physical system. Furthermore, the one-
dimensional nature of this system allows for numerically ex-
act results from DMRG to be compared to, as well as bench-
marking the method against both DMET and DMFT results
for this system. In contrast to Ref. 22, the DMET results in
this section are obtained in the non-interacting-bath formal-
ism to allow a clearer comparison to the EwDMET results,
in which case they correspond exactly to EwDMET in the
nmom = naux = 0 limit.
The convergence of both the number of auxiliary states, as
well as the number of moments in the fragment description in
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FIG. 2. EwDMET fit error for the dissociation of H10 ring calculated with different numbers of fit auxiliary degrees of freedom per fragment
space, for the self-consistent optimization with nmom = 1 (left panel) and nmom = 5 (right panel).
order to achieve the correct physics of this system will be anal-
ysed in this section. To denote the order of the self-consistent
moments in each calculation, this will be put in parentheses,
i.e. EwDMET(5) denotes an nmom = 5 self-consistent calcu-
lation. All calculations presented here were performed using
a minimal Gaussian basis set51, with STO-3G used for the
H10 ring and STO-6G for H50 to compare it with pre-existing
benchmarks48,49. The fragment space is composed of a single
1s-like atomic orbital obtained by Löwdin orthonormalization
of the atomic basis set, to ensure that translational symme-
try of the fragment space is maintained, though other (per-
haps preferable) choices may exist. The H10 system is small
enough to allow exact diagonalization (FCI) results on the full
system to compare, while in the H50 system, DMRG reference
values are available48.
A. Convergence of auxiliary space
We first consider the convergence in number of auxiliary
degrees of freedom required (naux) in order to match the mean-
field and correlated moments, across different bond lengths
and moment expansions. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the
convergence of the squared error in the moments (the cost
function of Eq. 31) is shown for all bond lengths, and for
differing number of auxiliary orbitals per fragment. The left
panel shows the convergence for nmom = 1, while the right
panel shows the convergence for nmom = 5. Since the abso-
lute values of the moments increase substantially with order,
the absolute values of the fit error are difficult to compare be-
tween different nmom.
The trend of Fig. 2 is certainly that the fit error generally re-
duces with increasing number of auxiliary sites per fragment.
This is to be expected, as increased flexibility is afforded in
Eqs. 8 and 9 with this increase, and this allows the total sys-
tem to better reproduce the local, correlated moments of the
cluster. However, as naux increases, it also changes the bath
orbitals of the cluster, as well as the Hamiltonian used in this
bath space, as it also changes the effective mean-field cou-
pling between the fragments. This overall self-consistency is
far easier and more stable at low order, where it can be seen
that two auxiliaries is enough to match the zeroth and first
moments at all bond lengths up to numerical precision.
As the number of moments to self-consistently optimize in-
creases, the number of auxiliaries required to fulfil this criteria
is also seen to increase, as demonstrated by the right panel of
Fig. 2. Somewhat counter-intuitively, we also find that the
convergence is slower and more difficult at weaker correla-
tion strengths. This is likely a consequence of the fact that
the changes to the eigenvalue spectrum are more dispersive in
terms of the energy range of these changes, and also the fact
that there are likely many local minima to the optimization of
the non-convex function of Eq. 31. This was also found to be
the case in the low-U , metallic regime of the Hubbard model
results of Ref. 28, and the improvement of the self-consistent
procedure in this regime is a source of further active research.
However, as naux = 4 yields a decent fit error for all bond
lengths up to nmom = 5, we use this as the default value for
all subsequent calculations.
B. Dependence on order of self-consistent moments
The finer description of longer-ranged correlated changes
to the fragment propagator (or ‘dynamical’ correlation in the
self-energy rather than traditional chemists sense of the term)
obtained by increasing the auxiliary space and the order of the
moments, is also reflected in the values for static quantities
such as the total energy of the system. In Fig. 3 we report
the binding energy of H10 calculated with EwDMET in an
RHF basis through different order moments (nmom). For this
system, it is possible to compare to FCI calculations, and we
include converged energies for nmom = 1,3,5, while also com-
paring to DMET, where nmom = naux = 0. The addition of the
auxiliary space is able to correctly describe the dissociation
regime, even in this restricted (paramagnetic) Hartree-Fock
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FIG. 3. Binding curve for the symmetric stretch of the STO-3G H10
ring calculated using EwDMET in a restricted formalism, with a sin-
gle atom fragment space. Four auxiliary states per fragment were
optimized, up to a maximum of the 1st, 3rd and 5th moment fluctu-
ations. Comparison to FCI, RHF and DMET in its non-interacting
bath formalism are also reported.
basis. Insight into the system can also be found from analysis
of the parameters in this auxiliary system, as shown in Fig. 4,
with both the energy of the converged auxiliaries, and strength
of their coupling to the physical fragment atom given.
Within the equilibrium regime, the energies are relatively
widely spaced, with the couplings increasing upon stretching,
reflecting the increased self-energy and strong quantum fluc-
tuations in the system. At 2.2Å, the transition to the correlated
quasi-Mott insulator state is reflected in the collapse of energy
of the poles to be around the chemical potential. These auxil-
iary states hybridize with the large degenerate set of states in
this dissociated limit at the same energy, and hence allow for
a gap to open in the single-particle spectrum in order to ob-
tain the quantitatively correct physics. In contrast, the DMET
approach is not able to benefit from the role of this auxiliary
space, and therefore is qualitatively wrong in this regime, al-
though at very large bond distance, it does eventually tend to
the correct asymptote.
While increasing the order of the self-consistent moments
improves the results, this improvement is not necessarily ei-
ther variational or monotonic compared to FCI results in
Fig. 3. While the nmom = 0 (DMET) result is particularly bad
at equilibrium, where it captures over twice the correlation en-
ergy it should, the nmom = 1 result appears much better than
the nmom = 3 energy at this geometry. However, it is found
that the nmom = 5 result in this equilibrium region is in excel-
lent quantitative agreement with FCI. Despite this, in the in-
termediate ‘recoupling’ region, where there is a strong com-
petition between one-body and Coulomb effects, nmom = 3
and 5 values are particularly erroneous. This is due to a sharp
change in the character of the state, and two competing so-
lutions at this point leading to a cusp in the energy profile.
Even for the nmom = 1 results, while the sharp transition is
smoothed, it is still particularly in error at this point. How-
ever, it is worth stressing that for all nmom, the only knowl-
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FIG. 4. Self-consistent auxiliary energies and couplings for the spin-
restricted H10 ring as a function of the internuclear distance. EwD-
MET results were obtained using 4 auxiliaries per site and fitting up
to the 1st-order moments.
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FIG. 5. Binding curve for the symmetric stretch of the STO-3G H10
ring calculated using EwDMET in a restricted formalism, with a
two-atom fragment space. Four auxiliary states per fragment were
optimized, up to a maximum of the 1st, 3rd and 5th moment fluctu-
ations. Comparison to FCI, RHF/UHF and DMET/U-DMET in its
non-interacting bath formalism are also reported.
edge of the explicit Coulomb interactions in this approach is
the value of the single (1s1s|1s1s) integral in Eq. 28, where
all local 1s orbitals are on the same atomic site, and so quanti-
tative agreement with FCI in any regime seems impressive in
that context.
We consider two approaches to improve on this description.
Firstly, a systematic expansion to exactness of the method can
be achieved via an enlargement of the number of orbitals in
the fragment space, which can be straightforwardly included
within the scheme. This also enlarges the number of frag-
ment and bath degrees of freedom that need to be included in
the cluster, however, it then allows for an explicit inclusion
of nearest atom, non-local 2-body interactions in the cluster
Hamiltonian of Eq. 28. The results are shown in Fig. 5. In
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ring calculated using EwDMET in an unrestricted formalism, with a
single atom fragment space. Four auxiliary states per fragment were
optimized, up to a maximum of the 1st, 3rd and 5th moment fluctua-
tions. Comparison to FCI, UHF and U-DMET in its non-interacting
bath formalism are also reported.
this case, the DMET results are still computed with naux = 0,
and the correlation potential develops different diagonal ele-
ments to explicitly break the symmetry between the two atoms
within the fragment, in order to match the density matrices.
However, despite the inclusion of the inter-atom two-electron
Coulomb terms in the cluster Hamiltonian, the DMET results
for the 2-atom fragment are almost identical to the single atom
fragment, with no qualitative improvement in the results. This
contrast with the EwDMET results which are improved rela-
tive to FCI at nearly all bond lengths. In addition, the variation
between the the different nmom values is reduced, while the
‘cusp’ feature in the energy profile is also substantially ame-
liorated. Furthermore, the correlation potential does not break
the symmetry within the fragment space at any bond lengths,
while this quantity tends to zero at dissociation, with the aux-
iliary space assuming all responsibility for the matching of the
moments, without the need to break symmetry within the frag-
ment at all. By way of comparison of computational effort, the
cluster dimensionality for single-atom fragment EwDMET(3)
is the same as two-atom fragment DMET, as well as two-atom
fragment EwDMET(1) (four orbitals). Clearly, at least some
inclusion of higher moment fluctuations is extremely benefi-
cial for the description of the system which is not captured via
simple enlargement of the fragment size.
An alternate approach to improve the results is to allow
the spin-symmetry of the fragment to break, thereby allowing
explicit spin-magnetization order to develop along the chain
spontaneously. This can be achieved by moving to an unre-
stricted formulation of the self-consistency, and in the opti-
mization of the auxiliary space. Returning to a single-atom
fragment space, these results are shown in Fig. 6. In the equi-
librium region, the results are essentially identical to the re-
stricted formalism, and spin-symmetry is maintained. How-
ever, beyond 1.1Å the spin-symmetry begins to break, giv-
ing a smooth crossover in the energetics to the spin-broken
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FIG. 7. Double occupancy of the fragment atom for STO-3G H10
ring as a function of the internuclear distances. EwDMET and U-
EwDMET results were obtained using 4 auxiliaries per site and fit-
ting up to the 1st moment. FCI, and standard (U-)DMET are reported
as comparison.
solution. At all bond lengths, the spin is slightly less bro-
ken than the corresponding UHF solution, but grows towards
dissociation, where it reaches an entirely spin-polarized frag-
ment solution. At this point, the order of the moment ex-
pansion also becomes largely irrelevant, as the correlated
physics is now obtained at the one-particle level through the
symmetry-breaking. The auxiliary space also decouples from
the physical system, as the simple UHF solution is obtained
in this limit. This ensures that the unrestricted DMET re-
sults also have this correct limit. However, the unrestricted-
EwDMET(5) results now provide an excellent quantitative de-
scription of the energetics across the entire binding.
We can also move beyond a solely energetic description
of this system, by considering the local two-particle density
matrix of the fragment. The diagonal element of this in the
fragment is computed, and compared to exact FCI results in
Fig. 7, in both a restricted and unrestricted formulation for
nmom = 1 and nmom = 0 (DMET). The restricted formulation
for the fragment-environment coupling induces a sharp tran-
sition at intermediate bonding (even though the energy profile
for nmom = 1 is smooth), denoting this crossover between the
competing states. The restricted nmom = 0 results are contin-
uous, however substantially in error in all regimes due to the
lack of important non-local spin fluctuations. Higher-order
moment optimization in the restricted case (not shown) moves
the transition point to lower bond lengths, but does not re-
move this transition entirely. However, the double occupation
of the fragment in the spin-broken case is quantitatively cor-
rect across the range of geometries, with only relatively weak
dependence on nmom. This is because the strong spin fluctu-
ations at dissociation are now suppressed, with the spin now
frozen and captured at the (static) mean-field level.
Due to the local nature of this approach, the scaling of the
EwDMET method with system size is only mean-field and it
is simple to extend the full system to much larger sizes. We
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FIG. 8. Binding curve of an H50 ring calculated using U-EwDMET
with 4 auxiliaries per site, and self-consistent up to the 5th-order mo-
ment. Comparison to DMRG48, DMFT49 UHF and U-DMET are
also reported. Both U-EwDMET and U-DMET results were obtained
using a single impurity orbital. The basis set STO-6G was employed
for all these calculations.
therefore move to an unrestricted study of the H50 ring, which
in an STO-6G basis has been able to be numerically solved
with the DMRG to provide benchmark values48. Due to the
similar embedding environment to the H10 system, we initial-
ize the auxiliary system at the parameters which converged the
smaller ring, which are then relaxed to account for the longer-
ranged effects. The result for the symmetric binding profile
within unrestricted EwDMET up to nmom = 5 are shown in
Fig. 8. Perhaps unsurprisingly the results are of a very similar
quality to that of the H10 system, where they are in excellent
agreement with the reference DMRG at dissociated geome-
tries, and around equilibrium (where the higher order fluctua-
tions are seen to be important), with only a slightly spuriously
high energy in the almost dissociated limit, where non-local
correlation effects are important and neglected in the method.
It is also possible to directly compare to DMFT results for
the same system, which in Ref. 49 were also performed in the
same basis and within an unrestricted treatment. As discussed
in Sec. I, the physics and properties of EwDMET and DMFT
should formally match in the limit of {naux,nmom} → ∞, and
so this allows for comparison between these methods for ab
initio systems. The methods match exactly in the dissociated
and near-dissociated limit, where both tend too quickly to the
atomic limit due to the lack of non-local correlation in both
methods. However, at equilibrium geometries the DMFT re-
sults are significantly lower, overbinding the system. There
are a number of possible reasons for the discrepancy in this
regime. Firstly, it could be that nmom = 5 is not sufficient to
be in the large-moment limit, where quantum fluctuations are
captured on all length (or time) scales within the EwDMET
approach, and where agreement with DMFT should be found.
This would mean that the results at nmom = 5 are fortuitously
good, benefiting from cancellation of errors between the ne-
glect of non-local two-body interactions and long-range one-
body correlated quantum fluctuations. The second possibility
has to do with approximations in the numerical procedures
within both methods. These include the numerical fitting of
the hybridization function in DMFT, or the auxiliary system
in EwDMET, or even the choice of orthogonalization in or-
der to define the fragment orbital. Finally, it is also possible
that the differing energy functionals between the DMFT and
EwDMET methods could contribute to a discrepancy in the
values obtained. All of these possibilities will be investigated
in future work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach to embed open correlated
molecular fragments within a wider extended mean-field sys-
tem, which allows for a systematically improvable description
in the range of the correlation-driven quantum fluctuations
into this environment. These fluctuations are characterized
by the ‘moments’ of the particle and hole distributions of the
Green function of the fragment, which can be cast as a series
of static energy-weighted one-body density matrices. Rigor-
ous mapping of the fragment to a local ground-state quantum
problem is presented, along with an approach to achieve self-
consistency of these fluctuations via the optimization of a fic-
titious system of auxiliary states which couple to the corre-
lated fragment. We present an energy functional for these
local fragments relating to the Migdal-Galitskii form. Ap-
plication to the symmetric dissociation of hydrogen atoms
presents a controllable initial system where long-range real-
istic Coulomb interactions are present, and where rigorous
benchmark values are known in large system limits to com-
pare against.
Within this framework, the importance of describing these
longer-ranged fluctuations is shown, as well as the conver-
gence in the size of the auxiliary system to achieve self-
consistency in these fluctuations. Furthermore, the ability
to describe the system within a spin-symmetry-broken mean-
field environment was demonstrated, which is essential within
the single atomic fragment embedding for achieving smooth
and quantitatively accurate results. These accurate results
were obtained despite only one explicit two-electron term in
the full system Hamiltonian considered. Despite these suc-
cesses, challenges remain and are a subject of ongoing re-
search. These include the removal of the numerical fitting
step, which has difficulties in the limit of high orders of nmom
and weak correlation regimes, to be replaced with a more ro-
bust analytic approach which will be presented in a forthcom-
ing publication. The method should also be tested on more
complex and subtle correlated systems, where many degrees
of freedom must be embedded, and convergence of non-local
correlation effects within large basis sets is required.
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